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Sewing the
Seeds for
the Quadra
Island Library
of Things
(QUILT)

BELOVED COMMUNITY,
the ICAN D-I-Y team is
approaching its third year
of laying the foundations
for a tool library and
maker-space on Quadra –
the Quadra Island Library
of Things. We are inspired,
motivated and encouraged
in this pursuit and are
preparing to take some big
steps this year.
Firstly, to all who
participated in our online
fundraiser auction in
December: THANK YOU!
Your donations of auction
items and of dollars was
significant, amounting to
over $3400 towards QUILT
events and facilities! Even
more significant were the
demonstrations of support
for the cause, of confidence
in our team to carry it
through, and the need our
community has for such an
organization.
COVER STORY CONTINUES ON PAGE 2

A dog named Buoy wonders if QUILT has a canine section....

COVER STORY cont inues
updated survey is intended to inform
the building of the tool registry and
membership, gauge interest in the
decentralized model of tool-sharing, and
to find out what types of tool-tutorials
and workshops you would like to see.
Your participation is important as we
wish for the QUILT facilities to be
accessible and functional for all. Please
also include any other comments or
suggestions that you feel may inform
our goals and development. You will
find a copy of the 2022 QUILT Survey
as an insert in this issue of the Discovery
Islander and online at https://forms.
gle/H4yvDL73Ly8fd5Rb6, (This link
can also be found on the ICAN website
www.quadraican.ca).
Paper copies of the survey can
be picked up and dropped off at
Inspirations.

CONTINUED FROM COVER

The big news is that The Quadra
Island Library of Things has
been offered a central location in
Quathiaski Cove, at the Credit Union
property. There we aim to build a
Tool Lending Shed (where people
can borrow tools) as well as outdoor
space to facilitate workshops. It will
take some time before we are able to
begin construction of these facilities,
so in the interim, we will utilize the
Tourist Info Booth as a temporary
home for QUILT activities. We will
keep the community informed of
developments and indeed put calls
out for materials and volunteers
when it’s a go.
In the meantime, we are
continuing to pursue our goals of
tool sharing, tool repairing and tool
safety instruction in creative ways.
• We are developing a tool sharing
registry. This will be an online
directory much like that of a public library, where our inventory is
organized and listed with locations and availability. The registry will be
accessible online and will connect members to tools and to each other.
• We’re hosting another Garden Tool Repair Cafe on April 2nd at
the Credit Union parking lot. Bring in your garden tools and we will
make them good as new! This is a free event but donations are always
welcome!

Please complete surveys by
March 31st.
Join the team! In order to grow, we
need help. If you have a desire to participate, skills to offer and time to
lend to the development of the QUILT and its facilities.
Please reach out to quadraislandlibraryofthings@gmail.com with any
questions or offerings.
Thanks again, beloved community. May we continue to learn, grow
and support each other to become the change that our flourishing and
our planet requires of us.

• We aim to host an entry-level tool use workshop in the summer, we
welcome feedback on what you would like to learn in this “Tool-torial”!
To gather our community and build our registry, the DIY team has
revamped the QUILT Survey that we previously released in 2019. This

SOLD : Walk-on Waterfront

Absolutely spectacular walk-on
waterfront with stunning ocean views.
.96 of an acre oceanfront property in
Copper Bluffs. Nestled in a quiet cove,
this SW facing property offers a super
comfy three bedroom Tiny Home
and over 200 feet of waterfront. This home offers propane appliances, electric
fireplace and comes fully furnished. Call for more info or to view!

Quadra Island’s Most Experienced Realto r ®

Heidi Ridgway
Serving the Rock since 1995!
cell

250 202-2217

Heidi@QuadraIslandRealEstate.com

www.QuadraIslandRealEstate.com
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NEXT DISCOVERY ISLANDER DEADLINE
Monday, March 14 @ 7pm
See page 3: If you would like to support Taylor's recovery please
consider donating to the following fundraisers: https://gofund.me
/98d8c358 or https://gofund.me/575a3d29. Alternately you can
make a deposit to an account that has been set up at the Credit
Union, or you can etransfer callyoverton@gmail.com.
All offers of support for Taylor are graciously accepted.
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COMMUNITY NEWS & EVENTS
DEAR BELOVED COMMUNITY,

It’s hard to find the words to express the sincere
gratitude that we are feeling. The unwavering
love and support from our community is
immense and I am so honoured to be a part of
this caring community.
I want to first humbly honour our
professional and selfless local emergency
responders. The grace of their dedication,
responsiveness, and skill embodies the heart
of the Quadra community; a community built
with trust in each other and the comfort in
knowing that we truly do have each other’s
backs.
So many of you know Taylor, and the light
of her soul, and how valuable she is in this
world. It’s humbling how that through the
threat of losing her, so much light has come
to shine. Prayers
for healing,
generosity,
Friday
March
11 and
love is in
brightening
this
dark
and
scary
time for
the HBI Pub • no cover
our family. But I can feel that this showing of
support symbolizes something bigger. There’s
a lesson here for all of us, for our precious
community, for all our children, for the whole
world. We are all in this together.
The outpouring
of yourMarch
support in 19
the form
Saturday
of inspiring
messages,
offers
of
help,
thoughts,
$30/pp; dining separate
prayers and donations are reaching the
tickets online:
core of each and every cell in our bodies. Please
heriotbayinn.com/events
know that it is giving us the strength to navigate
our fragile health care system, and resources
for how to advocate for getting Taylor the
best possible care available to her, so that she
can recover and live her fullest potential. Her
we’rejourney
cooking
healing
will be long and challenging,
1pm
7pm wonderful progress every
but we are– seeing
day. Released from the ICU and into the

DUFFY LIVE

CELTIC CHAOS
LIVE IN HERONS

THIS WEEKEND March 4

FRIDAY: 12pm Smart Recovery (To join Smart Recovery
contact Jude at: smartrecoveryquadra@gmail.com)
7:30 Cultural Events presents: Slocan Ramblers, LIVE!

THIS WEEK March 7–11

neurology ward, she is now able to walk several
steps with assistance.
I would like to share a beautiful moment
that Taylor and I had yesterday when I was
singing to her “You are my Sunshine” – I
began to sing to her like I did everyday as a
baby. She asked me to stop and when I asked
her why she said, “Because it makes me sad.”
And I felt it too. There is lots of sadness, but
we are also processing fear, anger, joy, hope
and all the feels wrapped up in one feeling;
the overwhelming feeling of true love. Love is
everything.
I will end for now with this:
Family are the people in our lives who show
up selflessly without judgement or expectation
in our most needed moments. Thank you to
our family who have showered us with the
healing vibes of compassion, faith and LOVE.
“I am strong. You are strong. We are
fortogether.”
takeout(Cally’s
or mantra for the
strongest
a
reservation
times.)
Truly, Cally

250.285.3322

Friday March 11
in the HBI Pub • no cover

CELTIC CHAOS
LIVE IN HERONS

proof of
vaccination required
for in-house dining

friendly & delicious

proof of
vaccination required
for in-house dining

$30/pp; dining separate
tickets online:
heriotbayinn.com/events

open seven days a week
250.285.3322
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NEXT WEEK March 14 – 18

MONDAY: 10am Yoga with Dood; 10am Parents and
Tots; 1pm Q Circle Ping Pong; 3pm Junior Ballet with
Kate; 5:15pm Iyengar Yoga
TUESDAY: 10am Q Circle Strength & Balance; 5pm Yoga
with Trinity; 5:30pm Math and Science tutoring; 7pm
Folk Dancing
WEDNESDAY: 10am Yoga with Trinity; 1pm Q Circle
Mosaics
THURSDAY: 11am Q Circle Somatics, 6:15pm Quadra
Singers
FRIDAY: 12pm Smart Recovery (To join Smart Recovery
contact Jude at: smartrecoveryquadra@gmail.com)
For more info or to register for an activity please call QCC
at 285.3243 or email us at: info@quadrarec.bc.ca
OR to find out MORE info on what is happening check
out our NEW online Recreation Calendar!

a beautiful place to spend time

Saturday March 19

we’re cooking
1pm – 7pm

MONDAY: 10am Yoga with Dood; 10am Parents and Tots;
1pm Q Circle Ping Pong; 5:15pm Iyengar Yoga with Dood
TUESDAY: 10am Q Circle Strength & Balance; 5pm Yoga
with Trinity; 5:30 Math & Science Tutoring, 7pm Folk
Dancing
WEDNESDAY: 1pm to 2pm COVID Vaccination Clinic (call
Island Health at: 1-833-348-4787 for more info); 10am
Yoga with Trinity; 1pm Food Bank
THURSDAY: 11 Q Circle Somatics, 6:15pm Quadra
Singers
FRIDAY: 12pm Smart Recovery

friendly & delicious

open seven days a week
DUFFY LIVE

WHAT’S HAPPENING
at Quadra Community
Centre March 4 to 14, 2022

for takeout or
a reservation

a beautiful place to spend time
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Publisher/Editor Philip Stone
Guest Editor Robyn Budd
The DI is published every two weeks.
Our current edition and upcoming
deadlines are online:
www.discoveryislander.ca

CONTACT US

email news@discoveryislands.ca
phone 250 285 2234
mail PO Box 280 Quathiaski Cove
BC V0P 1N0
office 701 Cape Mudge Road
hours Monday – Thursday
10am to 4pm
Opinions expressed in this magazine
are those of the contributors and are
not the views of the publisher.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

We welcome items for publication on subjects of interest to the
Discovery Islands community.
Here are a few guidelines:

• 300 words is an ideal length for
community announcements.

• Articles do not need to be sent as
attachments. Simply send the text
in the body of your email.
• Canadian spelling is preferred.

• Please use the title of your item
in the email subject line. We get a
lot of items called 'DI Article'.

ISLAND FORUM

More Deck Chairs Please!
DEAR PREMIER, MINISTERS AND MLAS,

Now I have read The Throne Speech, the StrongerBC Economic
Plan and Budget 2022 I am wondering where Al Gorley and Gary
Merkel’s forestry paradigm shift fits in? Have you forgotten that
election promise? I am dismayed by the lack of attention given to
the importance of the environment in these three foundational
documents. BC needs a stronger recognition by your government
of the connection among ecological integrity, a strong economy, the
conservation of nature and human health. As a colleague says, “nature
and the role played in ecosystem services, essential benefits as well
as societal resilience is not something that this government choses to
understand.”
In reading the documents:
• There is purposeful denial that both the economy and the
environment are essential to the future of this province, we can see
past the narrow focus of timber extractions as dominant and need to
admit so.
• It was surprising to read the narrow view of climate change presented
in the documents, as one of the key mechanisms for addressing climate
is to maintain healthy forests, healthy watersheds and a healthy web-of
-life. If you treated climate change threats like you treated covid we
could have already reduced some floods, fires and damages!
• No specific reference to conserving wildlife habitat, protecting
endangered species and the need to save the old-growth forests. Where
are the promised Species at Risk legislations?
Proclaiming a Ministry of Forests will have little effect on forest health
and forest management without a shift from the current paradigm in
which the forests are managed. Please have the courage to make the
necessary changes to forestry practices in BC, no more tweaking and
tinkering around the edges, there is nothing left to work with.

Considering selling your home?

• Remember to include credits
and captions for photos & artwork.

Get in touch today for a market evaluation
and find out how working with a REALTOR™

WHILE EVERY EFFORT IS MADE TO INCLUDE
ALL ITEMS SUBMITTED, ERRORS AND
ACCIDENTAL OMISSIONS MAY OCCUR.

can improve your home search or sale.

Contact me for a list of current listings and sales
for the past year (including links to photo galleries).

GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS

Renée Stone

Are available for delivery in Canada
by mail $90 for 12 months
Local Voluntary Subscriptions are
welcome to help support the DI,
suggested: $30 per calendar year
Find more details online at
www.DiscoveryIslander.ca

250.203.8652

COPYRIGHT 2022
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

NEXT DEADLINE

7pm Monday, March 14
for publication on
Friday, March 18, 2022
PAGE 4

You missed a prime
opportunity to make a strong
statement about the manner in
which a nature-based economy
can connect to the future health
of this province – negligence in
my opinion.
May I have a reply that
corrects my perception of the
content of these three important
statements. Better yet, I would
appreciate an in-person meeting
or zoom with yourself, the Forest,
Environment, Municipal Affairs,
Health, Tourism, Transportation
and all other ministers and
their deputies WITH active
leaders and advocates from
province-wide community
organizations that are completely
fed up with forest, land and water
management decisions negatively
affecting our livelihoods and
our watersheds. Can you assist
me and our communities in BC
by getting directly involved in
urging our/your BC government
and staff to create the resource
regulations and policies needed
to ensure local communities
have a strong and effective
voice in forestry planning
and management in BC that
prioritizes ecosystem integrity?
I am a farmer, they say no hoof
no horse, I suppose in BC we say
no forests, no forest industry. I
look forward to our meeting.
– Taryn Skalbania
Peachland

Festival of
Chamber Music
MAKING SUMMER PLANS?

Don't forget Quadra's Festival
of Chamber Music, July 18-22,
Monday-Friday. If you just can't
wait, check out last summer's
delightful pop-up concerts on
our website, quadrafestival.ca

ReneeStone@QuadraIsland.ca

Cortes Radio
Drop in and tune out

w w w.discover yislander.ca
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QI Outdoor Club
Upcoming Events

AS THE WEATHER improves we are getting
a great mix of outings in the schedule. We
have a strong schedule of hiking, paddling
and snow trips to destinations on Quadra and
Vancouver Island, many exploring new areas.
Here are the upcoming events for the next
two months:
9 MARCH, WEDNESDAY Hike to Heron Pt.

and Mt. Sweat

16 MARCH, WEDNESDAY Snow at Mt.

Washington

23 MARCH, WEDNESDAY Paddle to Bays,

Bretons and Beyond

30 MARCH, WEDNESDAY Hike to Trout

Creek Falls

13 APRIL, WEDNESDAY Hike to Mt. Lolo
22 APRIL, FRIDAY Paddle and hike in Main

Lake Provincial Park

24 APRIL, SUNDAY Summer Planning

Meeting

Most of these outings have trip details
available on the webpage by visiting
https://qioutdoorclub.org/schedule-fallwinter-2021-22/
For more information about the Quadra
Island Outdoor Club, you can email to
qioutdoorclub@gmail.com

Way to Go

Gardening with
Native Plants

The Quadra Island Garden Club
presents: Gardening with Native Plants
With Lunabelle Loiseau-Tremblay
Monday, March 14th at 7pm
Via Zoom
THE ECOSYSTEMS around us are struggling

more than ever, and the diversity of native
plants and their pollinators is reducing quickly
from the impacts of human-caused habitat
degradation. In this time of global uncertainty,
climate change, and environmental crisis,
many of us are asking ourselves, what we can
do on a personal level to try to affect change?
More people than ever have been finding
solace in planting gardens and hoping to help
dwindling numbers of pollinators. Although
ornamental plants are helpful, native plants
are a better choice. Native plants provide
much more forage resources to pollinators, as
they have evolved alongside each other.
In this presentation, Luna will talk about:
• Native species that are easy to grow and are
good resources for pollinators
• How and where to purchase native seeds
and plants in our area
• Native species in relation to green space or
site availability (ie. sun vs shade, pots vs. home
garden, etc).
If you would like to learn the basics of how
to integrate native plants into a green space on

JOIN US on the third Monday of the month

for conversations about death and dying, 7:15
to 8:45pm, QCC Room 3, including a time
of sharing, short business, presentation and
discussion. Bring proof of vaccination, mask,
and a twoonie for the rental. Info 285.3298.
The next meeting will be on Monday March
21and there will be a Death Education Fair
on Sunday April 3, from 1 to 3:30pm. To help
with the fair, email margaret.verschuur@
gmail.com

Building for and employing
islanders since 1980

Farewell to Spring and Seablush

your property or around your home, please
join us.
Lunabelle Loiseau-Tremblay is a Quadra
Island naturalist with a deep passion for local
native plant and pollinator ecology. She
has spent many years identifying flora and
fauna. She grows numerous species of native
plants in a variety of green spaces and loves
to experiment with what species grow best in
the spaces available. Luna holds a Bachelor
of Science in Biology from the University of
Victoria and a Diploma in Applied Coastal
Ecology from Coast Mountain College.
To find the Zoom link for this meeting,
please go to the Meetings and Events page
of the Garden Club website and look for this
event quadraislandgardenclub.com/clubmeetings-and-events/
Happy Gardening!

oelle Construction Ltd
Building for and
employing islanders
since 1980

• BC licensed residential builder
• Custom & budget homes
• Resort & commercial buildings
• Green energy rated
• Cost effective design

QI Food Guide

ARE YOU A food producer on Quadra? Are
you aware of the online guide for consumers
to find local fresh food? Check it out at www.
qifoodguide.ca! A listing with the Quadra
Island Food Guide is free! If you are not yet
included in our Food Guide, please contact
Kathryn for more information: 285.2103 or
email qifoodguide@gmail.com. We want to
connect our food producers and consumers,
and to promote local food culture!

ISSUE 775 • MARCH 4, 2022

• BC licensed residential builder • Custom & budget homes
• Resort & commercial buildings • Green energy rated
• Cost effective design

250.285.3783 • info@jtoelle.com • www.jtoelle.com
w w w.discover yislander.ca
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Why Would Anyone Want To Be An
Extinction Rebellion Activist?
OUR SOCIETY does not expect

any reasonable person to be hired
in law enforcement, fire-fighting
or the military, and put their
life on the line for us without
significant guarantees in terms
of their compensation, benefits,
personal liability and physical
well-being.
And yet, we often disregard
climate and planet protection
first responder-activists who
are often part brave warrior,
fossil emission tracker,
corporate watchdog, ecosystem
health specialist, decolonizer,
ecotoxicologist, community
animator, permaculture teacher,
ecocide detective, whistleblower,
animal liberationist, court
paralegal, and eco-anxiety
therapist who put their lives on
the line in increasingly dangerous
circumstances.
There are no work hour
limitations, pension, union
contract, let alone salaries, paid
holidays and sick leave. Rarely is
there is any societal appreciation
to offset the derision and ridicule
from corporate lobbyists,
radio shock jocks, paid trolls,
and other hatriots. Many such
frontline activists are personally
threatened, assaulted, and

even assassinated in this global
movement.
None are immune from
suicidal depression and burnout,
family alienation, whisper
campaigns and smearing,
corporate and government
surveillance, corporate
injunctions and SLAPP suits,
civil and criminal liability and
incarceration, no matter how
well-meaning, or otherwise
law-abiding, nonviolent, and
respectful.
For all these reasons, it is hard
to make a decision to become
a land, sea, and air protector
and even harder to stay one, as
the pandemic has dramatically
stalled our recruitment and
mobilization, and significantly
distracted global civil society. Yet
the ecocide crime rate is at an
all-time high.
And more importantly,
honestly, the window for averting
human and biospheric extinction
is fast closing (the once slow train
to oblivion is now racing down
the track). And despite navalgazing news-cycles, millions
today worldwide find themselves
on the cliff ledge after back-toback climate disasters.
Despite all of these challenges

QUADRA ISLAND REAL ESTATE TEAM
NEW LISTING! CORTES ISLAND
FAMILY HOME ON 9.9 ACRES!
$749,000•Main level built in 1939,
moved to property in 2003, lower ﬂoor
added•All-new vinyl windows and new
wood furnace•Original oak ﬂooring on
main level and three decks•Two bedrooms
and one 3-piece bathroom on main ﬂoor•Two bedrooms and one bathroom on
lower ﬂoor•Lower ﬂoor partially ﬁnished and roughed-in for suite with private
entry•Established garden•10 minute walk to Gorge Harbour Marina

and regional ecological collapses
everywhere, some of the finest
everyday men and women in the
world, young and elderly, are still
actively responding 24/7 to the
greatest crimes against humanity
and nature, quietly organizing,
risking arrest, and willingly going
to prison for you, your family and
friends.
If not the truth, what?
If not us, who?
If not now, when?
Join the rebellion. Do it for the
children and non-human beings.
– Howard Breen

Gowlland Hbr
Views and
Quadra Links:
Comments Still
Accepted at SRD
AS REPORTED IN Regional

Director Jim Abram’s column in
Issue 774, the Public Hearing for
the Gowlland Views (Schellinck)
proposal has been rescheduled
for Wednesday April 20 at 7pm
at the Quadra Island Community
Centre. You can still submit
comments (up until April 20,
2022 at noon) by email to the
SRD planners, addressed to:
Aniko Nelson: anelson@srd.ca;
CC to: planning @srd.ca;
CC to: jimabram@xplornet.ca.
Subject line: To Be Included
in the Public Hearing Binder
Re Bylaws No. 94 & 95 – OCP
REZONING SCHELLINCK.
The Public Hearing for Quadra
Links (RV sites) also was

DI
Submissions

The Discovery Islander
welcomes written
submissions of interest
to the Discovery Islands
community:
news, events, opinion and
musings are fair game.
Please
keep your item to a
reasonable length:
750 words is
a good target
for longer articles.
In the interests of
efficiency and
hygiene please email
your text and or photos
to:
news@discoveryislands.ca
If you have to
supply a handwritten item
that’s okay,
just not the first choice.
postponed and rescheduled for
Wednesday April 27 at 7pm at
the Quadra Island Community
Centre. Comments can be
submitted by email up until April
27 at noon; see the above email
and CC list. Subject line: To Be
Included in the Public Hearing
Binder Re Bylaws No. 432 & 433
– OCP REZONING QUADRA
LINKS.
As of this writing, masks and
social distancing are still required
at QCC.

Bill Bradshaw

PERSONAL REAL ESTATE CORPORATION

Sarah Bradshaw
www.quadrarealestate.ca
PHONE 250.285.3293
TOLL FREE 1.877.735.3293
FAX 250.285.3292
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AT THE CR AG

PA SSAGES

Thank you,
Quadra
Island!

‘Ask The Mountains’ Explores Our
Connection with the Natural World
THE CAMPBELL RIVER Art Gallery’s latest exhibition Ask the

Mountains features an immersive 10 foot by 10 foot installation, with
walls standing eight feet high and resonators hanging from the ceiling.
Visitors will step inside to find an atmosphere that conjures traces of
the artists Jenni Schine and Sylvie Ringer’s treasured experiences on
Malcolm Island and acts as a catalyst for viewers to reminisce on their
own meaningful places.
“I remember that when I first came to Malcolm Island and started to
explore artistically what I saw and felt, my drawings and sketches were
more similar to what really was,” Ringer says. “Over the course of the
years that has changed. I have internalized certain forms and shapes and
am concentrating more on metaphoric landscapes, atmospheres that I
know and that can be presented in many ways. In a way my perception
of the place has gotten deeper, more internalized.”
The exhibition runs from March 19 to May 21, with an opening
reception on March 19, from 5 to 7pm at the gallery.
Ask the Mountains offers an opportunity for viewers to question their
relationship with the natural world in a time when isolation and travel
restrictions means relying on memories of beloved places.
“The ability to reach places in our minds that we cannot physically
visit, or that have drastically changed is becoming imperative,” says
Curator of Modern Art Jenelle Pasiechnik. “Though the project stems
from experiences of a remote place off North Vancouver Island, the
implications reach beyond that to encompass the fragility of many
places, their populations, and the responsibilities visitors have as
uninvited guests.“
The exhibition allows viewers to experience the voice of Malcolm
Island. Pure sounds gathered into an abstract composition by Schine,
elegantly strung together to recreate a sense of the place. The sounds
will resonate through Giorgio Magnanensi’s West Coast Radians –
wooden speakers made of cedar and maple.
“The installation acts as a character itself and so do the wooden
speakers,” Schine says. “The sonic work is not a composition in the way
of a classical composition, rather it works with sound materials and
their specific sonic qualities.”
Tlatlaskudis (Malcolm Island) is located on the unceded
Kwakwaka’wakw Territory of the Kwakiutl, Mamalilikala, and ‘Namgis
First Nations. The exhibition was created with the guidance of ‘Namgis
Indigenous consultant Yvonne Wilson.
See Ask the Mountains at the CRAG Thursdays and Fridays from
10am to 5pm and Saturdays from 10am to 4pm.

A WHOLE YEAR has
gone by since Tommy
passed, and it is time to
move forward. We lived
nearly half of our lives on
Quadra Island, where we
made many memories. I
will miss my friends and
the many beautiful places
to go hiking and birding.
Thank you all for your
support and kindness
during a difficult time.
Every card, email and
phone call felt like a big
hug, and I want to thank
you all now. A special
thank you goes to Dr. Keith Graham and his team, and to the amazing
home support helpers during Tommy’s last days. Tommy was born in
Denmark on October 29, 1944 and passed away February 2, 2021.
–Vibeke Pedersen

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
GRANITE BAY WHARF AND GROUNDS
INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES
The Strathcona Regional District is seeking
Expressions of Interest (EOI) to provide inspection
and maintenance services at the Granite Bay
Wharf on Quadra Island.
Contract Term: May 1, 2022, and ending April 30,
2023, with the possibility of renewal.
EOIs must be submitted by Friday, March 25, 2022.
A mandatory site meeting will be held at the
Granite Bay Wharf at 12:00 noon on Thursday,
March 10, 2022.
For more information regarding the EOI
requirements and scope of work visit the SRD’s
website at: https://srd.ca/about/bid-opportunities/ or
contact parks@srd.ca / 250-830-6722.

Matt Knoedler 250.285.2754
ISSUE 775 • MARCH 4, 2022
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Addressing Veterans’
Backlog

Preschool Program
For 2.5 to 5 years

(Toilet training not required)

School Age Program
Quadra Juniors
Kindergarten to Grade 2
Quadra Peaks Grade 3-5
Before School Care Program
K-Grade 5

Find us online

quadrachildrenscentre.weebly.com

7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Monday to Friday

250-285-3511

Please inquire about government subsidies

NDP CRITIC for Veterans Affairs, Rachel
Blaney, made the following statement:
“For years, Canadian veterans have been
put through lengthy delays as they wait for the
help they need to make ends meet. As the cost
of living goes up, our veterans are struggling
to support their families and more than ever,
they need their benefits processed quickly.
The caseworkers and staff who support our
veterans have been telling the government for
years that they are chronically understaffed
and working to exhaustion.
The funding that the Minister announced,
after telling our Parliamentary Committee to
wait until the budget for an answer, is the very
least the government can do.
The government has waited until the 11th
hour to announce that the temporary staff
will be kept on in order to help eliminate the
unacceptable backlog of cases. Among many
others, New Democrats have been calling for
this necessary step for months. It’s the very
least the government can do to support the

brave men and women who have served our
country.
The NDP has been pushing for the workers
hired temporarily to be made permanent
ever since the Parliamentary Budget Officer’s
report came out in September 2020. This is a
report that was requested by New Democrats
and eventually led to a study at committee.
We’ll continue supporting the calls of the
Union of Veterans Affairs Employees to
address the backlog issues. Veterans and the
workers who help them can count on New
Democrats to have their backs. We won't
stop pushing the government to provide
assurances that Veterans Affairs Canada will
have the staff and resources necessary to take
better care of our veterans.”

Ferry Schedule

Leave Quathiaski Cove
6:15 am
†
7:05 am
8:00 am
††
9:00 am
10:00 am
11:00 am
12:00 pm
1:00 pm
2:00 pm
3:05 pm
**4:00 pm
5:00 pm
5:50 pm
7:00 pm
8:00 pm
9:00 pm
10:00 pm
*11:00 pm

† Daily except Sundays & Dec. 25 & Jan 1.
† † Commuter sailings, expect overloads

* Fridays and Saturdays Only
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Leave Campbell River
6:40 am
7:30 am
8:30 am
9:30 am
**10:30 am
11:30 am
12:30 pm
1:30 pm
2:30 pm
3:30 pm
4:30 pm
††
5:25 pm
††
6:15 pm
7:30 pm
8:30 pm
9:30 pm
10:30 pm
*11:30 pm
†

** Tuesdays - Dangerous Cargo
No passengers or cars.
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Quadra Island Fire
Department Update
IN 2021 Quadra Island Volunteer Fire

Department responded to 203 calls for
service.
At this time 2022 is on the same track to see
the same calls for service.
Mother Nature certainly gave us a run for
our money last year. Between dealing with the
ongoing pandemic she added intense wind
storms, a record breaking heat dome and an
early cold winter. These extreme weather
events resulted in many down power lines,
heat related medical issues and motor vehicle
incidents to name a few. Fire bans were put in
place early and patrols were started when the
fire danger rating hit extreme.
Covid restrictions once again limited our in
person contact at the firehall and within the
community. We could not host our usual in
person community events but we managed
to adapt a few. We assisted the vaccine clinic
with parking support and cooling down the
building with water during the heat dome. All
this so public health could continue to provide
immunizations for the community. We hosted
the first ever drive thru Canada day pancake
breakfast, organized the lighted truck parade
in support of our local food bank and helped
with the delivery of holiday cheer packages to
some of our local residents.
It was good to connect with the community
other than in an emergency situation.
In 2021, we had a few new additions to our
equipment and planning. Through a grant
from EMBC Road Rescue, we were able to
acquire a new cordless Holmatro pentheon
series spreader to be used for motor vehicle
incidents. We were also awarded a grant from
BC Hydro which is helping us start a long
driveway initiative. The plan is to map every
driveway within the Fire protection district
for length and condition. This will take the
guess work out of deploying such things as
hose and water response for fires, ultimately
assisting with decreasing the response time for
fire suppression. If you think your driveway is
exceptionally long please let us know by either
calling the #1 Fire Hall at 250.285.3262 or
dropping us an email quadrafd@gicable.com.

It estimates how well the atmosphere
disperses smoke on any given day. The index
is similar to a weather forecast, except it
provides information on how well smoke
will mix into the air. The forecast is broken
down into Good, Fair and Poor ventilation.
To start a burn in most populated areas of
the Province, the ventilation index must
be ‘Good.’ For a quick “yes or no” on whether
the venting index allows burning on that
day, people can google the BC venting index
interactive map page. (On Quadra we are
considered part of “CNTRL VAN ISLD.”)
You can also get current venting
information for BC by phoning
1.888.281.2992 and pressing 2 for Vancouver
Island Region, which will give you the venting
index as good, fair or poor. It is illegal to burn
in poor venting conditions, as this creates a
significant health hazard not only for you, but

your neighbours and general area. A backyard
burn or burn pile cannot be started before
sunrise and must be extinguished two hours
before sunset. There must be a means to
extinguish the fire – shovel and garden
hose – and the fire must be attended at all
times. Only organic yard waste from your
own property is acceptable to be burned.
Burning garbage is illegal all year and cannot
be burned in a woodstove or backyard burn
barrel.
For more information go to https://
www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/
air-land-water/air/air-pollution/smokeburning/burning-outdoors .
If you have a burning concern please call
911 for an immediate response.
Thank you everyone for doing your part in
keeping our Island fire safe.
– QIVFD

2

THE VENTING INDEX

Now that most of the snow has left us spring
cleaning has started. We wanted to take this
opportunity to remind everyone to check
the venting index before you burn. The
ventilation index is a forecast released daily
by Environment and Climate Change Canada.
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WAY TO GO

Ways to Go: Burial, Cremation, and More
CURRENTLY in British

Columbia we have few
choices when it comes to
returning our bodies to the
earth (usually called the
‘disposition of the body’), the most common
being burial or cremation.

Conventional or Natural (Green)
Burial in a Cemetery: Most of us are

familiar with a conventional burial. Natural
burial involves returning the body to the
earth as naturally as possible. No embalming,
no fancy metal casket, no chemicals or
preservatives or glossy finishes, just simple
materials that will biodegrade along with
the body. Rather than a tombstone, a forest
grows on the graves and those buried are
commemorated in a communal memorial
structure. Cemeteries on Quadra and
Cortes Islands now provide for a choice of

DI Submissions

JJJJJ

• Email us at:
news @discoveryislands.ca
• Drop off your item at
Inspirations in Quathiaski Cove
• Or bring it to our office at
701 Cape Mudge Rd

conventional and natural burial. On both
islands the natural burial option is new and,
although some burials have already taken
place, a next step in both communities is
designing and creating a communal memorial
structure. Currently both conventional and
natural grave spaces in BC are not “recycled”
– the graves are permanent and are not reused
the way many graves in Europe are.

Cremation uses intense heat to reduce
a body to bone fragments, which are then
ground into ‘cremated remains’. These are
commonly referred to as ashes.
Donating to Science: The Body
Donation Program in the Faculty of Medicine
at the University of British Columbia (UBC)
has been in service since 1950. If this is
a choice you’d like to make, it is wise to
research it well before a death occurs, as not
all bodies are accepted into the program. The
body would be embalmed and eventually
cremated.
Aquamation: The proces, recently
chosen by Bishop Desmond Tutu, has a much
lower carbon footprint than fire cremation.
It is currently available in Ontario, Quebec,
and Saskatchewan. Signing the petition at
the bottom of the aquamationbc.ca website
may help bring it to British Columbia
sooner. Instead of the traditional fire used in
cremation, aquamation combines a solution of

water, heat and a strong alkali, like potassium
hydroxide, in a pressurized cylinder. The
tissues of the body of the deceased are
liquified completely in the four-hour process,
leaving behind the bones. Typically, the
bones are heated to white ash and given to the
family.

Human Composting: Natural organic
reduction (the formal term) is now a choice
in Washington, Oregon, and Colorado, but
nowhere in Canada. The body is placed in a
steel container along with wood chips, alfalfa,
and straw. Oxygen and heat are applied to the
container to accelerate the natural process
of decomposition, reducing this to 4-6
weeks. Any inorganic medical implants are
removed. A family can have this nutrient-rich
soil returned to them for their own personal
internment or scattering, or donate the soil to
a conservation organization. It is considered
an eco-friendly alternative.
Burial on Your Own Property: In
British Columbia, it’s illegal to bury a human
body anywhere but in a designated cemetery.
So in order to arrange for burial on private
land, one would first have to get the property
established as a “place of internment” (a
cemetery, in this case). Not all properties
are suitable. If established, a notation would
be placed on the land title, which would
put restrictions on the property being sold,
leased, or developed. The property owner
would need to become licensed as a cemetery
operator, and required to renew their license
periodically. Although it is not strictly
forbidden, it does require considerable time
and effort.
Burial at Sea: Again, considerable time
and effort would be required to arrange this.
Those wanting a full body burial at sea will
need to contact Environment and Climate
Change Canada (ECCC) permit officers to
determine that no marine pollution will be
caused by the burial.
There are likely more “Ways to Go”
but here in BC, the practical choices are a
natural or conventional burial, or cremation.
Hopefully, a day will come soon when
aquamation and human composting will also
be a choice.
Any questions or comments can be sent to
WayToGo@gmail.com.
– Margaret Verschuur
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THE QUADR A PROJECT

An Assessment of Mosaic’s Forest Stewardship Plan

MOSAIC HAS REPLIED TO Sierra Quadra’s
critique of its 2022 Forest Stewardship Plan
(FSP) for TFL47 on Quadra Island. As we
feared, all the attention and time given to
studying and responding to this document
was mostly a waste of effort. Despite Mosaic’s
invitation to receive public input, the FSP is
almost totally resistant to changes.
We have argued that we are facing a climate
emergency that necessitates a dramatic
change in the way we understand and manage
our forests, and that the present treatment of
Quadra’s forests is no longer compatible with
either the unfolding global ecological crisis,
or with the interests and values that now
constitute island lifestyles. This community
should not be a forced supplier of logs to
mostly foreign consumers.
Mosaic’s argument is that they are merely
doing what they are required to do. The
following is Jennifer Peschke’s reply from
Mosaic: “In summary, Mosaic must prepare
an FSP that is consistent with currently
approved regulations and land use plans.
Many factors noted in your letter are outside
of Mosaic’s control. FRPA [Forest and Range
Practices Act] amendments, Forest Landscape
Planning, the Old Growth Strategic
Review and Technical Advisory Panel
recommendations for old growth deferrals are
in the hands of the BC government and First
Nations (G2G). The FSP can be amended
from time to time in following amendments
to regulation and land use plans. This FSP will
only remain in effect until there is a Forest
Landscape Plan(s) established for the Quadra
and Quinsam areas.”
Consequently, Mosaic makes no mention of
trees as instruments of carbon sequestration,
or of forests as reserves for biodiversity,
climate control, or green spaces that enhance
the quality of life for this community and its
economic health. Trees are objects that are
logged to meet the calculations of annual
allowable cuts, and Tree Farm Licences are
the authorized places where this logging
legally happens. History has deemed that
most of Quadra Island happens to fall into
this unfortunate category. And, according to
Mosaic’s response to Sierra Quadra’s critique
of its FSP, nothing can be done to change this
situation.
Even protection of the watershed of
Hyacinthe Creek would have to be established
by designating it a Fisheries Sensitive
Watershed through another agency of
government. Meanwhile, Mosaic intends
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to log it in a manner such that fisheries
values are protected. This is Peschke’s reply,
if it is any consolation: “It is worth noting
that watersheds designated as a FSW must
maintain Equivalent Clearcut Area (ECA) at
[less than or equal to] 20%. This is a higher
level of harvesting than Mosaic has done or
plans to carry out within the Hyacinthe Creek
Watershed.”
Trees are objects that are logged
to meet the calculations of annual
allowable cuts, and Tree Farm
Licences are the authorized places
where this logging legally happens.
History has deemed that most of
Quadra Island happens to fall into
this unfortunate category.

A more worrisome reply concerning present
and future logging on Quadra Island comes
from the office of the District Manager of
FLNR in Campbell River. In answer to the
question concerning the 25–33% of Quadra's
trees that must be protected as mature
forests, this is the reply: “As stated on page
1 of the Order (Vancouver Island Land Use
Plan Higher Level Plan Order) there are 2
footnotes that describe how ‘mature’ and ‘old’
[are] defined for the purposes of the Order.”
After a preamble of definitions, this is the
interpretation of the Order: “It means they
must have the target amount of mature (>=
80 years old) forest in place within 50 years.
Since the order was signed in the year 2000,
the ‘50 years’ would end in 2050.”
This effectively means that all the mature
80–120 year-old trees on Quadra that
are about century old are not subject to
protection – just as they are beginning to
form ecologies resembling true forests of
biological diversity, and are at their peak years
for carbon sequestration. The 25–33% of trees
that are required to be saved from logging only
need to be 80 years old in 2050. Mosaic must
save only those very few old-growth trees that
are more than 250 years old. Almost all trees
in the age-class from 120–250 years old have
already been logged, and maps show that no
Old Growth Management Areas have been
designated for Quadra Island.
Given the rapidly changing circumstances
on Quadra Island and on our planet, this
kind of myopia is wholly incompatible with
the reality of our situation. Radical reform
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is needed in the framework of laws and
regulation in which BC’s forest industry
operates, not only for Quadra Island,
but for the rest of the province. As the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
warns us, “the alarm bells are screaming”. The
crisis is already here, having come even faster
than our worst-case scenarios have predicted.
And we don’t have decades of procrastination
if we are to avert the worst of this unfolding
environmental catastrophe.
So we are back to a basic question on
Quadra Island. How can we contribute to
solving the global climate crisis? We can
evaluate everything we think and do with an
environmental measure. We can travel less,
grow more of our own food, buy locally, green
our energy consumption, be as self-sustaining
as possible, restrain our population growth,
and we can cooperate and share our resources
as a community. But our single and most
effective action would be to keep our trees
growing.
What is it about “crisis” that is so difficult
to understand? Mosaic’s reply to our explicit
expressions of restrained alarm reveals no
indication of shared concern. For Mosaic,
it’s business as usual. Their ability to act is
constrained, they contend, by regulations—
regulations that they helped to shape by
lobbying governments to establish the present
dysfunctional system. It perpetuates the same
ecologically destructive practices that they
now help to maintain as willing accomplices.
– Ray Grigg,
for Sierra Quadra

Contact Jim Abram
BY PHONE

Between 8:30am and 7pm,
Monday through Friday
(not on weekends please)
250-285-3333
EMAIL ANYTIME

jimabram@xplornet.ca
BY MAIL

Box 278 Quathiaski Cove
BC V0P 1N0

Regional Director Jim Abram’s regular
column will be back in DI Issue 776
PAGE 11
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Island Health COVID-19 Clinics
Shift Focus to Child Vaccinations
ISLAND HEALTH, like health
authorities across BC, is
adjusting the operations of
COVID-19 mass immunization
clinics in communities
throughout the region.
As more and more people
have been vaccinated, we are
ramping down our large clinics
to match demand. The remaining
Island Health clinics, combined
with the addition of more than
170 community pharmacies
registered to administer
COVID-19 vaccine to people
aged 12 and over, will ensure
sufficient capacity moving ahead.
Some Island Health clinics,
like University Heights and
Archie Browning, will close,
while others will reduce days
of operation. As the pediatric
COVID-19 vaccine is not
available in pharmacies, our
clinics will focus on vaccinating
children age 5 to 11. Island
Health clinics will also provide

appointments for adults seeking
non-mRNA vaccines, such as
the newly approved Novavax
or Medicago, when they are
available in BC.
The updated clinic schedule
will take effect on Monday,
February 28. Days and hours of
operation will continue to be
adjusted to reflect local needs.
For full clinic schedule
details please visit islandhealth.
ca/covid19vaccine or see the
attached backgrounder.
Vaccination against COVID-19
remains the most effective way
to prevent illness and severe
outcomes and we continue to
encourage people to get their
first, second or booster dose as
soon as they are eligible.

COVID-19 VACCINATION
QUICK FACTS:

• Anyone 12+ or older, and
six months from their Dose
2, is eligible for their booster.

Trauma & Abuse
Counselling Centre
Professional individual counselling
by appointment. Ages 5+

NORTH ISLAND SURVIVORS’
HEALING SOCIETY

CALL 250-287-3325

Winter is here...
Time to winterize your boat and motor
Call Frank today for an appointment to protect
your investment and peace of mind next season
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Please book your appointment
today or call the provincial call
centre if you need assistance.
(1.833.838.2323)
• Participating pharmacies
are registered with the
GetVaccinated system so you can
make an appointment through
the provincial online portal or
call centre when you receive an
invitation for your booster dose.
• With so many pharmacies
available across the region,
you can search by how close a
pharmacy is to your postal code
or by city/town. If you don’t see
available appointments at the
closest pharmacy, expand the
search to within 50km of your
postal code.
• Pharmacies will provide either
Moderna or Pfizer vaccines for
boosters.
• To make an appointment for
Novavax or Medicago vaccines
please call 1.833.838.2323 to be
added to the waitlist.
• COVID-19 vaccinations for
children aged 5-11 will continue
to be provided at Island Health
clinics. Appointments are
required.
• While children are at lower
risk of severe disease from
COVID-19, it can still result in
hospitalization or have long-term
effects.
• Vaccination will help children
and families safely get back to
many important activities that
positively benefit children’s
physical and mental health. The
vaccine also reduces the risk of
transmission to children’s close
contacts who may be at higher
risk of severe illness.
• Island Health’s pandemic
response team has administered
more than 1.9 million doses
of COVID-19 vaccine since
December 2020.
• To date, 88.7% of people aged
5 and older in Island Health have
received two doses of vaccine,
and 56.7% of people aged 12 and
over also have their booster dose.
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QI Cemetery
Society AGM on
March 8
NOTICE OF 2022 Annual

General Meeting for the
Quadra Island Cemetery
Society. QI Legion, West
Road, 7pm Tuesday, March 8,
2022. Everyone welcome. Covid
restrictions apply. Please wear a
mask.

QICSS AGM on
March 10
THE QUADRA ISLAND

Conservancy and Stewardship
Society (QICSS) is holding its
30th Annual General Meeting
on Thursday March 10th. The
QICSS was formed in 1992 in
order to purchase and protect the
only piece of private property on
Morte Lake. In addition to the
Morte Lake property, the QICSS
also has three conservation
covenants on Quadra Island and
one on Cortes Island at Linnaea
Farm. If you are interested to
know more about conservation
covenants, and have ideas to
contribute or discuss regarding
the protection of any land
on our beautiful Island, the
Quadra Island Conservancy
and Stewardship Society would
like to invite anyone that is
interested to attend the AGM on
Thursday March 10th at 7pm, by
Zoom. Please email secretary@
quadraislandconservancy.ca to
request a zoom link in order to
attend the meeting. See you then!
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R EAL ESTATE

Spring Market

SPRING MARKET is just around the corner.

Historically the busiest time in Real Estate
starts in April and goes on until about
August. Usually the busiest months are April,
May and June but the last couple years March
was also very busy.
As usual a lot of people considering a
move and thinking about selling are calling
their realtors with questions. I would like to
address some of the concerns here.
2022 has just started and so far, has been
very turbulent already. Rising inflation,
potential of rising interest rates, illegal
government overreach, covid mandates,
high immigration targets and now conflict in
Ukraine, to name a few.
Making rational decisions based on facts
can get hard because it seems there are many
variables that can change weekly.

WHY IS SPRING MARKET GOOD FOR
BUYERS AND SELLERS?

Simply put, curb appeal! Hopefully when
spring hits, all snow is melted and spring
flowers make your yards look beautiful. The
trees are waking up with color and people
feel more energized and wanting to move.
Since the pandemic has started more home
buyers decided to reconfigure their lives,
priorities changed and also the demand for
larger homes with multi purpose rooms have
increased. A lot of buyers have moved out
of the highly densely populated cities into
the suburbs or in many cases even changed
the provinces in search for more affordable
prices. We are still not clear if the exodus
from big cities will continue or once offices
open up, people will head back to cities, or if
they will continue to work remotely.
Rising inflation will be higher than we have
seen in many years. In order for the central
banks to combat the rising inflation they

need to raise the interest rates.
Banks saw this trend coming, that’s why
they introduced the “mortgage stress test.”
The extra 2% buffer needed to qualify for
a mortgage gives the bank confidence that
borrowers will be able to make payments
once the mortgage rates
go up.

My personal litmus test when making
big decisions is to ask myself: is it going to
hurt someone, does it come from respect,
kindness and compassion? Whatever
decision I make is a decision I’m willing to
live with.

HOW DOES THAT
TRANSLATE IN REAL LIFE?

Based on a quick Google
search, the average
Canadian has a $372,000
mortgage. A 5 year closed
mortgage of 4.79% will cost
roughly $2120/ monthly.
If the mortgage rate goes
up by 2% the monthly
payments will be $2,560/
monthly,
$440 increase in monthly
payments.
Today we are facing record low inventory
but the demand is still very high.
SO, IS NOW A GOOD TIME TO SELL?

Every person is in a different place in their
lives. Don’t base your decision on fear.
Generally, best time to sell is during a
seller’s market. We are in the strongest
seller’s market in a long time. This is by far
the best time to sell, based on historical data.
If you are thinking of buying it’s probably
not the optimal time but it depends on your
circumstance. If you can afford to wait until
the market changes to a buyer’s market, then
wait. If you must buy now, don’t expect to
find any “deals”.
It is important to listen to a few opinions,
ideas before making up our minds. The most
important aspect is to listen to ourselves, to
the feeling we have. Sometimes it’s not all
about the money or timing.

Over the last couple of years, we have
followed so called “leaders” telling us how we
should live but I really hope we have reached
the end of this. It’s time to take charge of our
lives and finally return back to kindness and
community.
Are you thinking of selling your home?
Call me for a free home evaluation.
Roman Krzaczek REALTOR ®
Home number: 250-285-2141
Quadrarealty.ca

Client Focused. Results Driven
Curious about the value of your home?
Call for a free valuation today.

Roman Krzaczek

Realtor®

250-285-2141

Roman@RomansListings.com

Photo: Vince Kehn. Stone bowl Julie Glaspy
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Find your way
around online...

QuadraIsland.ca

Your Guides to
Island Adventure

Available at
Book Bonanza

For more information
www.wildisle.ca
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‘Appliance Allegiance’: Misconceptions About
Gas Fuel Carbon Footprints at Home

A NEW BC HYDRO report finds despite

having climate change concerns, British
Columbians prefer natural gas appliances
even though cleaner, cheaper electric options
are available.
The report titled, “Home on the range:
how natural gas appliances are quietly fueling
carbon footprints,” finds even though 42 per
cent of British Columbians are concerned
about their household’s carbon footprint,
natural gas appliances are most popular.[1]
“Many British Columbians said they are
concerned about climate change, and its
effects on everything from prices of everyday
goods to unpredictable weather damaging
their communities,” said Kyle Donaldson, BC
Hydro spokesperson. “Still, BC Hydro data
shows a quarter of households have at least
one natural gas cooking appliance, such as a
stove, and another quarter also have at least
one gas fireplace. And, the use of natural gas
appliances is on the rise.”
The survey found a major reason for
allegiance to gas appliances is the perception
that they are more effective than electric
options. For example, 46 per cent of British
Columbians said they prefer using a gas stove
over electric, and of those most prefer gas
because they say it is more responsive (69 per
cent), cooks more evenly (68 per cent), or
cooks faster (65 per cent). Similarly, 56 per
cent of British Columbians said they prefer a
gas fireplace over electric, and of those most
said it heats better (54 per cent), and over
half said it is easier to adjust, or that they like
the real flame (73 per cent).
Natural gas appliances contribute
about half a ton per year to a household’s
greenhouse gas emissions – the equivalent
of driving your fossil fueled car over 2,000
kilometres. Electricity is a much cleaner
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option in BC where 98 per cent of the
electricity BC Hydro generates comes from
clean or renewable resources that are mostly
powered by water.
Choosing an electric stove or fireplace
over gas options is one of the best ways
to reduce your carbon footprint at home.
In most cases, electric stoves are cheaper
than their gas counterparts, outperform
gas stoves and are easier to clean. In fact,
electric convection ovens heat up quicker
and distribute heat more evenly than gas,
resulting in reduced cook times and less fuss.
Newer models for electric fireplaces have
very realistic flame effects, without the
environmental drawbacks of gas. Electric
fireplaces are also less expensive to install
and require little maintenance.
For more information on energy efficient
appliances and heating visit bchydro.com.

Processing Backlog
at IRCC

MP RACHEL BLANEY has written to Sean
Fraser, Minister of Immigration, Refugees
and Citizenship to raise ongoing concerns and
frustrations from her constituents and office
about extreme delays in processing visa and
permanent residency applications since the
beginning of the pandemic.
“This backlog needs to be addressed
immediately as processing delays in all
immigration streams are causing severe
consequences in many peoples’ lives,” wrote
Blaney.
Blaney outlined that delays, well past the
prescribed timeline for various application
types, are resulting in lost employment and
education opportunities, staffing challenges
for small businesses, prolonged family
separation during crucial moments such as the
birth of children, and significant anxiety and
financial hardship.
“In all my time dealing with immigration
issues, I have never seen delays like what
we’re seeing now,” said Blaney, who served
as Executive Director for the Immigrant
Welcome Centre prior to being elected as MP
in 2015. Her letter calls for the Minister and
government to make the necessary resources
available immediately in order to relieve the
backlog that is impacting the lives of so many
residents in our region and across the country.
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Shout-Out to ICAN

A FEW ISSUES ago we ran an article sharing

the excellent news of the Quadra Island
Climate Action Network’s newly acquired
charity status. It’s a great achievement and
offers a wonderful opportunity for the team
to continue their efforts in promoting climate
resilience and sustainability on the island.
Quadra ICAN has eight teams: Food
Security, Water Security, Energy SelfSufficiency, Transportation, Live Lightly,
Virtual Free Store, Affordable Housing, DIY
& QUILT tool library – featured as this issue’s
cover story.
Curious? Want to learn more? Check out
their website at https://www.quadraican.ca/
Have an idea for further projects that
ICAN may be interested in? Contact them
at quadraicansociety@gmail.com, or phone
604.789.2492.
Their mandate is to: “organize and foster
direct action on clearly defined practical
projects. As a matter of protocol, there must
be consensus within the action team, and
agreement between the action team and the
steering committee, before any project is
presented publicly as an ICAN project.”
ICAN, we’re lucky to have you.
Many thanks!

Slocan Ramblers Are
Here on March 4!

THE SLOCAN RAMBLERS are here this
Friday, March 4, for a concert at 7:30pm at the
Quadra Community Centre.
The Slocan Ramblers promise a high-energy
performance with impeccable musicianship,
blending bluegrass, old-time, roots and folk
music. This is a great opportunity to support
award-winning musicians and enjoy a toetapping good time.
Current public health protocols require
all performers and audience members to be

fully vaccinated against COVID-19. Audience
members must also wear a mask over their
mouth and nose and sit “in their bubbles”
distanced from others. Tickets are limited to
ensure the hall is at half capacity for safe chair
spacing.
Advance tickets are $17 at Inspirations
in Quathiaski Cove. A limited number of
tickets will be available at the door for $20.
Tickets can also be purchased online through
Tidemark Theatre.
The Slocan Ramblers are considered
Canada’s bluegrass band to watch and a
leading light of today’s acoustic music scene.

Time to Get Onboard...

Offering Quadra's most diverse
set of building skills...
Let us manage all your
home improvement dreams.

Put your business where
customers are looking
For island businesses relying
on tourist trade, this is your
complete, locally-produced
advertising solution.

Upcoming Deadlines:

For free inspiration
call Blaine Smith

250.202.6299

quadrablaine@gmail.com

Guide to the Discovery Islands
28 February, 2022
Quadra Island Map-Brochure
28 February,, 2022
Web Site Advertising
Ongoing- Anytime

To reserve your space

email: news@discoveryislands.ca
For more information

www.discoveryislands.ca/advertising
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Heriot Bay Tides
DATE TIME PDT
4
00:25
Friday 07:12
13:22
18:56
5
01:05
Saturday 07:39
14:01
19:50
6
01:45
Sunday 08:05
14:41
20:47
7
02:25
Monday 08:31
15:22
21:52
8
03:09
Tuesday 08:56
16:06
23:11
9
04:01
Wed.
09:20
16:53
10
00:48
Thursday 05:23
09:46
17:49
11
02:14
Friday 07:42
10:24
18:52
12
03:14
Saturday 09:12
11:47
19:53
13
03:58
Sunday 09:56
13:14
20:46
14
04:31
Monday 10:23
14:19
21:30
15
04:59
Tuesday 10:48
15:16
22:10
16
05:23
Wed.
11:12
16:10
22:48
17
05:45
Thursday 11:38
17:01
23:25
18
00:25
Friday 07:08
13:08
18:52
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M.
1.5
4.9
2.4
4.4
1.9
4.8
2.2
4.3
2.3
4.7
2.0
4.2
2.7
4.5
1.9
4.1
3.1
4.3
1.8
4.0
3.4
4.1
1.8
4.1
3.7
4.0
1.7
4.2
3.8
3.9
1.7
4.3
3.7
3.8
1.6
4.4
3.6
3.8
1.6
4.5
3.5
3.9
1.5
4.6
3.3
4.0
1.5
4.6
3.1
4.2
1.5
4.7
2.8
4.3
1.6
1.6
4.7
2.5
4.4

FT.
4.9
16.1
7.9
14.4
6.2
15.7
7.2
14.1
7.5
15.4
6.6
13.8
8.9
14.8
6.2
13.5
10.2
14.1
5.9
13.1
11.2
13.5
5.9
13.5
12.1
13.1
5.6
13.8
12.5
12.8
5.6
14.1
12.1
12.5
5.2
14.4
11.8
12.5
5.2
14.8
11.5
12.8
4.9
15.1
10.8
13.1
4.9
15.1
10.2
13.8
4.9
15.4
9.2
14.1
5.2
5.2
15.4
8.2
14.4

THE DI CLASS I FI EDS

Services
ROOFING

Professional Roofing Services
www.javaroofing.com
Call JAVA ROOFING at 250.204.2638

NOTARY PUBLIC

Notary Public on Quadra now open.
Located inside Sacred Pulse at
Quathiaski Cove shops, we offer
notarial services, personal planning
documents (wills, powers of attorney,
representation agreements).
Call 236-277-2020 or
email info@quadranotary.ca

SMALL ENGINE REPAIRS

in Q-Cove. Lawn Mowers, Tractors,
Chainsaws, Trimmers, Generators etc.
Also some electric power tools. Please
call Don @ 250.285.3960.

THE DREAM TEAM

Concrete, Landscaping, Carpentry,
Masonry. We now also have an
experienced gardening squad that
covers all landscape and gardening
needs. 250-580-1992
dreamteamconcrete@gmail.com

BOOKKEEPING FOR
THE DISCOVERY ISLANDS

Small business bookkeeping. 25 years
experience with Accounts Payable,
Receivable, GST and PST, Government
Grant Applications. Fair Rates. In
person or online consultations.
www.hightidebookkeeper.ca
hightidebookkeeping@gmail.com

DI
CLASSI FI EDS

Up to 35 words: $25
(incl. g.s.t.) - one time
36 to 70 words: $45
(incl. g.s.t.) - one time

Home & Garden
LOW PRESSURE
IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

Questions? Email
news@discoveryislands.ca

NEEDED BY APRIL 1

Garden consultations, Bonsai Art.
Contact local Horticulturist Kai Gogolin
250-850-9245 or at ggpropertycare@
gmail.com

WINDOW CLEANING

Professional window washer
Insides and out. Keep your home
or rental sparkling year round. Call
Paradigm Rope Access (250) 285-3424
https://paradigmropes.ca

Hiring

To Rent: small living space! Basement,
attic, cabin, shop, barn, shed etc…
studio, loft, Batchelor suite.
Pensioned-senior, single male, longterm Quadrite.
The house I live in now is being sold. I
have a ‘complete’ kitchen to add, with
small water heaters. I’m very quiet and
respectful. Lots of tools and know-how
for improvements. My doggy is: older,
small, very good and I always pick up
after her. Non-happy - indoor.
I’m a great homemaker/nester/helper
and very easy to get along with.
Please call Kevin 250.201.8979 and
please leave a message, thank you.

HERIOT BAY INN KITCHEN TEAM
The Heriot Bay Inn is building its 2022
Kitchen team! Immediate positions
available for Line cooks, Prep cooks
and Dishwashers. Part-time turning to
fulltime in the summer season. Email
info@heriotbayinn.com. Attn Chef
Patrice.

HBI BARTENDERS / SERVERS

Bartender/Server positions available
at the Heriot Bay Inn. Immediate parttime position, leading to full time for
the 2022 summer season. Please email
info@heriotbayinn.com

DISCOVERY ISLANDERS

SHOP

LOCAL

SEEKING RENTAL

Retired gent, quiet with references,
currently living in Campbell River,
wishes rental (or possibly purchase)
accommodation on Quadra Island.
Can be house or cabin or suite or whathave-you.
Please phone 250.203.0077 thank you

Shops
WAYPOINT SIGNS

Signs, Picture Framing and simple
Engraving at Waypoint Signs beside
Quadra Builders. Tuesday to Thursday,
9 to noon, 1 to 4pm. Appointments
possible to suit your schedule. Friendly,
efficient, personalized service.
Quality products at affordable rates.
250.285.2815 desk@waypointsigns.com

A Taste of Life On Quadra Island - Island Cookery III

This is the latest book in the beloved Cookery series and
is on sale at our local retailers • Book Bonanza • Works
of H'Art • Sidelines • James Pottery • Marnie's Books on
Cortes • Also available at Coastal Community Credit Union
OR
Online directly from the Children's Centre
via the cookbook website
www.islandcookery.com

Email or drop off your
ad with payment at
701 Cape Mudge Rd,
or at Inspirations

You can also pay online
at discoveryislander.ca

Seeking Home

All proceeds go to the Children's Centre

NEXT DISCOVERY ISLANDER DEADLINE
Monday, March 14 @ 7pm for Issue 776

w w w.discover yislander.ca
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